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ENGLISH
SINBO SHC 4367 RECHARGEABLE HAIR CLIPPER
INSTRUCTION MANUAL

Protect the lock          open automatically according to 3 seconds long

Holding down           the instantaneous speed work

ACCESSORIES

The adapter     Auxiliary comb             Oil bottle        Cleaning brush

FEATURES
* Detachable stainless steel blades;
* With 4 x attachment comb (3,6,9,12mm) ;
* With LCD display
* Accessories, 4 attachment combs, adaptor, lubricating oil , cleaning brush;
* Built in Ni-Cd 2*600mA battery
* 2 hours quick charge
* 60 minutes working time
* AC230V, 50Hz, 3W

CAUTIONS
1. Do not immerse it into water or use it in the damp environment
2. Keep away from water. Do not use near bathing pool, bathtub or other liquid container
with water.
3. If this product falls into water accidentally, please deliver it to professional after-sales
service center for check and maintenance
4. Please turn off power immediately if damage or fault in any form occurs. Do not
randomly detach and assemble
5. If the battery of the product found to be damaged, please detach and mount battery
of the same specification to ensure normal use, in order to avoid damage on hair clipper
due to unmatched power cord or danger incurred during use, please use power of the
same model and specification as provided by manufacturer.
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WARNING
1. If power cord or storage battery found to be damaged ,do not use it
2. If auxiliary comb or comb teeth near blade is damaged due to whatever reason, do not
use it
3. Please ensure hands and feet dry when using the product to avoid being hurt.
4. When connecting to power cord for charging, do not pull our power supply cord or the
appliance itself and ensure hair clipper’s switch turned off
5. Children or disabled person must be supervised when using
6. Please ensure to disconnect power before cleaning or having maintenance on the
product.

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE
1. Please ensure the hair clipper is turned off and power cord is disconnected before
cleaning.
2. Please remove auxiliary comb after using and use matched hair brush to lean off hair
left on the blade, please do not use other solvent
3. Also can remove blade in order to clean tool better, thus more effectively cleaning the
inner part.
4. For the main part of cleaning tool, use slightly wet and soft cloth. Do not use solvent
or product with abrasive material.
5. In order to ensure lasting performance, recommend to drip lubricants after using:
take lubricant, drip evenly onto blade in the arrow direction. start switch to ensure
lubricant penetrated into all cutting faces in seconds.

REPLACE BLADE
Note: The blade of hair clipper will be worn to some degree after used for a time.
Recommend to use new blade or replace auxiliary comb!
Before replacing the blade, please cut off power of hair clipper.
1. Press the mid part of blade to remove blade.
2. Inset B into plastic slot.

3. Press mid part of blade and snap A into slot till completely into plastic slot
4. Before use, please first use lubricant.
5. It is difficult to finish third step, please press on-off key to activate hair clipper, then
repeat the process above mentioned.



AUXILIARY COMB
By using auxiliary comb, it will be much easier to comb hair of different length to make
it clipped uniformly,
Choose proper auxiliary comb, slip in and fit in with blade till completely hooked up,
remove auxiliary comb I a reverse direction

BATTERY CHARGE
Insert power cord to the body and make sure hair clipper closed before charging
Before charging, please made sure voltage matched
Once successfully connected, the power indicator lamp will display red
In order to better use hair clipper, use lubricant to lubricate before use for the first time.
The charging time of this product will last 1.5hours

INSTRUCTION FOR USE
1. Use hair brush to clean hair clipper on a regularly basis during use to extend its service
life
2. The slow and regular method is better for clipping hair, the beginner shall use auxiliary
comb to avoid hurting skin
3. Before use, check hair clipper clean or not and ensure there is no residual hair, which
will affect operation of hair clipper make sure the blade has been lubricated, after
combing the hair, make it naturally placed
4. The length for normal hair clipping includes about 5-12 mm of auxiliary comb
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Made in ChinaProduced at: 12-2017

Deima Elektromekanik A.S.
Cihangir Mh. Guvercin Cd.
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